custom furniture | DETAILS

ﬁrst place //
VOGUE FURNITURE,
WITH SCHUSTER
HOMES
Constructed of bleached koa,
this modern bar has a soft,
ﬂowing, organic wood grain
panel wrapping the back wall,
with lighted display niches.
The ceiling panel supports a
custom-made minimal box
light ﬁxture. The balance of the
functional cabinetry consists
of dark mahogany, with stone
work surfaces. The stone wall
to the right of the bar slides to
access a hidden room.

third place // COTTAGE COMPANY INTERIORS,
WITH VAN DAM BOATS

second place // AMY MILLER WEINSTEIN/
AMW DESIGN STUDIO,
WITH VOGUE FURNITURE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BETH SINGER
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apartment/loft/condo | INTERIORS

ﬁrst place //
DAKIN DESIGN INC.
The challenge in this home was to
renovate the dated décor, stay on budget, and end up with luxurious, open,
and clean lines. The home’s great
architectural features were the focus:
ﬂoor-to-ceiling bay windows, upscale
millwork, and high ceilings. All were repaired and painted in a soft white, with
contrasting silver gray walls. Polished
silver hardware and lighting replaced
tarnished metals, adding sparkle and
contrast.

third place // RIMA DESIGNS, WITH JNH DESIGN

second place // COTTAGE COMPANY INTERIORS,
WITH THE COTTAGE COMPANY
OF HARBOR SPRINGS
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vacation home in michigan | HOMES

ﬁrst place // VISBEEN ARCHITECTS INC.
This ﬂoor plan was tailored to ﬁt a narrow lot. Multiple peaks and interesting roof lines greet guests at the street side, where a pergola over the
front door provides a warm welcome to the unique design. The kitchen
includes an oversized island designed for gatherings of family and friends,
and the great room has a natural ﬁreplace. The upper level features a
master suite, two bedrooms, and access to a third-ﬂoor loft.

second place // VISBEEN ARCHITECTS INC.

third place // THE COTTAGE COMPANY

OF HARBOR SPRINGS,
WITH COTTAGE COMPANY
INTERIORS
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HOMES | overall home

ﬁrst place //

WILLIAM J. THOMAS
STUDIOS

This 3,500-square-foot farmhouse
underwent a full exterior
restoration. A historic rendering,
completed in the late 1800s, was
inspiration for the restoration.
All existing siding and trim was
removed and replaced, and the
porch was extended around the
home, expanding views. The
horse barn and carriage house
are connected by a 100-foot
breezeway. The property, now
called “Old Magnolia Farm,” is a
stunning American farmhouse and
equestrian estate.

third place // THE COTTAGE COMPANY OF
second place // WENDY SILVERMAN, WITH SAROKI

HARBOR SPRINGS, WITH COTTAGE
COMPANY INTERIORS

ARCHITECTURE AND MOSHER DOLAN
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